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[Washington, DC] When Congress left town to stand for re-election, it left without

finishing the business of funding national energy programs. Instead, it put in place a

stop-gap bill called a Continuing Resolution (CR), which leaves hydropower research at

zero, slashes geothermal research 80%, reduces Electricity R&D funding by nearly a

quarter, and decimates building code efficiency programs -- to name just a few of the

federal energy programs left by the wayside.

With Congress planning to return for only

a few days in November, after the

elections, it's hard to imagine how

lawmakers will complete the many

unfinished appropriations bills before the

end of the year.

Considering the growing public

awareness about climate change,

depleting oil reserves, and the need for

more renewable energy, one would think

members of Congress would be pressing

hard to expand these programs.

"Not so," said Ken Bossong, Coordinator of the Sustainable Energy Coalition and

Director of the Sun Day Campaign, a national network of grassroots organizations

promoting renewable energy technologies and improved energy efficiency. 

"We've heard a lot about carbon taxes and auto fuel efficiency legislation -- two directives

that could make a real difference -- but we've seen no Congressional action," Bossong

said. 

Significant Cuts in the Continuing Resolution (CR)
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What Congress will do when it

reconvenes November 14th is anyone's

guess. In the meantime, numerous

renewable energy and energy

efficiency programs have had their

budgets cut. Congressional action -- or

inaction, as the case may be -- will

decide the fate of many critical energy

programs. 

-- Alyssa Kagel
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The appropriations process starts when the administration releases its budget

recommendations, usually in January. Then the House and Senate each review the

recommendations and vote on funding proposals for the agency programs. They work

out their differences by producing a Conference Report that takes into consideration the

House, Senate, and Administration recommendations. This Conference Report sets final

funding amounts that, once approved by the House and Senate, are sent to the

President to become law.

But this year, Congress hasn't even begun to produce a Conference Report for the

Energy and Water Appropriations Bill -- the one that includes the Department of Energy's

(DOE) programs -- nor has a Conference Report been produced for the nine other bills

whose programs remain suspended in uncertainty under the Continuing Resolution (CR).

While the President's budget proposed some renewable program increases, it also

included some serious renewable and efficiency program cuts. Yet for the past several

months it looked like the tides were turning. The House and Senate each restored some

of the programmatic budget cuts proposed by the Administration, particularly the

geothermal and hydropower research programs. It looked like a Conference agreement

could maintain or expand many renewable and efficiency programs. 

But Congress never finished most of the regular appropriations bills, and now the CR is

changing that forward momentum. The CR could wipe out any gains made.

When ten of twelve annually required appropriations bills -- bills that approve funding for

federal agencies -- were not completed before Congress adjourned, the CR was passed

to cover the gap. One of these ten bills, the Energy and Water Appropriations Bill,

contains funding for all renewable energy and energy efficiency programs at DOE. A CR

allows federal agencies and programs to operate, usually based upon historic funding

levels, until Congress signs a bill with final budget numbers. But not this year's CR.

This year's CR, good through November 17, 2006, allows federal agencies and programs

to operate at the lower of the two funding levels set by the House and Senate. So, if

either House has cut a program, it is reduced to the lowest funding level -- which could

be zero. While the CR is usually a short-term stopgap measure, this time it may be

extended for six months or more, program cuts that will have a devastating impact on

federal renewable energy efforts.

A number of worthwhile programs are being terminated or reduced under the CR. Take

the Geothermal DOE Program, for example: funded at $ 24 million last year, the

Administration recommended terminating the program, the House recommended

restoring $5 million, and the Senate recommended nearly full restoration. Under the CR,

geothermal receives only $5 million in 2007. 

Programs that have had funding partially or fully restored by the House or Senate, but

that now face cuts compared with FY '06 levels under the terms of the CR, include: 

Renewable Energy Programs:

-- Geothermal (78% decrease)

-- Hydropower (100% decrease)

Efficiency Programs:

-- Industrial Technologies (16% decrease)

-- Industries of the Future (30% decrease)

-- Vehicle Technologies (5% decrease)

-- Clean Cities (19% decrease)

-- Federal Energy Management (12% decrease)

-- State Energy Program (30% decrease)

-- Weatherization Assistance Program (16% decrease)

-- Electricity R&D (22% decrease)

Inaction Spells Continuing Confusion for Renewable Energy

Without federal investment in research and demonstration projects, new technologies will

not reach their full potential, said Linda Church Ciocci, Executive Director of the National
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Hydropower Association. "Cutting hydropower funding within the DOE is extremely short-

sighted when there is so much to be gained in bringing these clean, non-polluting

technologies to the market at a time when our nation needs greater diversity and more

home grown energy," she said. 

Similarly, the geothermal industry believes DOE research support is critical to achieving

future potential. "We are tapping only one or two percent of the U.S. geothermal

resource base," said Karl Gawell, Executive Director of the Geothermal Energy

Association.

Not all programs were cut, however. Some received temporary increases. The Solar,

Building Technology and Biomass programs have both received more funding. But these

programs have only short-term budgets, making long-term program planning nearly

impossible.

As Congress adjourned, the Appropriations Committee leadership took a strong stand

against pulling together the unfinished bills into one "omnibus" measure. As Congress

Daily reported, House Appropriations Chairman Jerry Lewis (R-CA) and Senate

Appropriations Chairman Thad Cochran (R-MS) sent a written appeal to GOP leaders to

avoid bundling together unfinished FY 2007 spending bills into a collective package after

the elections. "It is our belief that omnibus legislation that bypasses the regular order is

not in the best interests of the Congress, or ultimately the taxpayer," Lewis and Cochran

wrote in a letter Monday to House Speaker Dennis Hastert (R-IL) and Senate Majority

Leader Bill Frist (R-TN). 

Many factors make the passage of an appropriations bill uncertain. Congress won't

return until November 14, 2006, so that leaves four days in which ten bills must be

passed. That is highly unlikely, if not impossible.

Even if Congress can sort through the bills, some are skeptical about how the '07

appropriations numbers will finally turn out.

"We're worried our programs will get hit hard in conference," said Kara Rinaldi, Director

of Policy at the Alliance to Save Energy. "Because Congress increased funding for

defense, a great deal of money could be taken out of important domestic spending

programs."

If Congress doesn't pass all the remaining appropriations bills before adjourning for the

holidays, some say that another CR might be passed. That CR would likely extend

through January or February.

That could cause chaos in the next Congress. When Congress adjourns, bills that have

not passed must start at the beginning of the legislative process. If Congress cannot

complete action on the appropriations bills in the twelve months of this year, it is unlikely

that new leadership will be able to pass them in a matter of weeks.

This has been on the minds of many agency officials, as planning for the FY 2008

budget is already well underway and funding decisions for FY 2007 still have not been

made. According to insiders at DOE, the current CR budget numbers are being used to

plan for 2007 and 2008. Therefore, some programs will be forced to operate as if their

budgets have been terminated or reduced until Congress can finish its business. 

When Congress adjourned, Senate Democrats blasted the Republican leadership for

failing to adopt a fiscal 2007 budget resolution or complete 10 out of 12 appropriations

bills. "This Republican leadership is in total gridlock -- refusing to act, refusing to

compromise, and refusing to govern," said Senator Kent Conrad (D-ND).

What Congress will do when it reconvenes November 14th is anyone's guess. In the

meantime, numerous renewable energy and energy efficiency programs have had their

budgets cut. Congressional action -- or inaction, as the case may be -- will decide the

fate of many critical energy programs. 

Alyssa Kagel works for the Geothermal Energy Association (GEA) located in

Washington, DC. The opinions expressed are her own.
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The terms of the Continuing Resolution
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October 23, 2006

Given accross-the-board failure to sustain national infrastructure or

initiatives with programmed funding, few if any members of

appropriation leadership warrant return to Congress. This comment

is not intended to address partisan considerations, just responsibility

and governance.
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October 25, 2006

I believe that the current 2006 'Do Nothing Congress' had only been

present for approximately 90 daze of their job description

committment. Their [politicos] explanation centers around mandatory

recognition of approved holiday time off, various seasonal vacation

time off, time off to seek money for campaigning and elections, and

time off to prepare for Nov. 7th elections.

Then there is the 'time on' to actually legislate. Can't get it all done in

90 daze, so why bother?

I think the voters need to present serious RE questions and demand

that the politico's back a feasible and sustainable RE platform as a

condition for seeking office. Then the voters should demand that

their legislators maintain a firm stance on their RE platform promises,

that could then translate into a committment to action once they start

their 90 day tenure. 

Actions speak louder than words. 

VOTE THE INCUMBENTS OUT.
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October 25, 2006

In the southeastern state of FL, there are 27 million tons of waste

wood ON THE GROUND every year. Don Post, Chairman of the FL

Renewable RC&D COuncil in north-central FL devloped this figure

while with the UF School of Forest Resources and Conservation. It

was corraborated by the USDA as well. Meanwhile, a 2000 MW coal

plant is being planned for Glades Co.; a 800 MW coal plant for

Taylor Co.and a 600 MW coal plant by Seminole Electric in Putnam

Co. At the same time, our state USDA Rural Development officer tell

us they are "looking for a (renewable energy) project." Congress is

joking all of us by promising action without delivering the funding.

Comment
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October 25, 2006

One can only hope that these elections prove to throw out "the

rascals" and the utter frozen stalemate the Congress has become

can thaw and bipartisan measures can move forward. When you talk

to representatives from both sides, they say that RE is critical to 

America's future. It is long past time for some real leadership to

prevail and until the Rebuplican jugernaut is removed, and the

useless, rubber stamping legislature is disbanded that shall not

occur. 

Thank you Tom Delay for removing yourself from the process.

October 25, 2006

Hydropower -- the lowest cost energy we can get -- zero funded ?
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Hydropower -- the lowest cost energy we can get -- zero funded ?

Geez, guess there's another reason why pulbic approval of

Congress is 16 percent...

Comment
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October 28, 2006

Since the OPEC crisis of the 1970s, our national leaders, from both

side of the aisle, have demonstrated a complete lack of insight by

failing to wean the nation off of foreign oil. We are now fighting wars

because of this national leadership void! Patriotic action dictates that

we promote renewable energy sources, and help elect national

leaders who champion the renewable energy cause. Other industrial

countries have done it, why cannnot the most inovative country in the

world do it?
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October 31, 2006

my votes (and you can bet your bottom dollar i will vote this year) this

year will be for people who support renewable energy and support

the school systems. there children dont see the proublems in the

schools because they are in private schools. i dont care if my taxes

go up as long as these issues are addressed. after the special

sessons congress used to investigate steroid use in baseball i almost

moved to canada
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October 31, 2006

this article is an example of how a change in goveronment is so

needed. they take money from public schools regularly and then tell

parents the educational shortcomeings are our fault(i do try to be

active in my babys education). then they create energy proublems by

lack of actions and shortsighted ,blind and oil based opinions (why

should they care how much heat costs when they vote themselves

raises to offset the out of pocket costs on the houses we pay for

anyway?)

Add Your Comment
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